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Abstract
The phrase “multi-domain operations” (known as MDOs)
is now pervasive in current military writings and analysis.
Unfortunately, most authors fail to define it, leading to confusion.
Worse, it can seem as if people are discussing the same set of issues when they are not. This paper attempts to rectify the situation,
examining each component word and then the phrase as a whole.
Warfighting in a single domain is about gaining access to the
domain in question, controlling the domain, and exploiting that
control to create effects. However, multi-domain operations are
more than operations in adjacent domains. To possess meaning
as a distinct phrase, there must be some relationship in the
access, control, and exploitation of the domains. Therefore, this
paper argues that multi-domain operations are a set of tactical
actions taken in one domain in order to enhance the access,
control, or exploitation of one or more different domains. There
are two types of multi-domain operations. First, a set of tactical
actions that could exploit two or more domains to create effects
on a target or objective simultaneously—convergence. Second,
a multi-domain operation could gain access and control in one
domain in order to create opportunities in a separate domain—
establishing windows of domain superiority. True MDOs require
a common language, integrated capabilities, packaging of these
multi-domain capabilities, and the elimination of classification
stovepipes.

Introduction
The phrase “multi-domain operations”
(also known as an MDO or MDOs) has
become a pervasive descriptor in current
writing about US military operations.
However, there is a great deal of confusion
concerning what qualifies as “multi-domain.” 1
If the reporting and commentary about this
concept is to be believed, MDOs are:
• a “decisive asymmetric advantage”
• “an evolution in warfare”
• “both lethal and non-lethal” capabilities
• “interconnected from the strategic to the
tactical level”
• and “seamless, dynamic and continuous
integration of capabilities generating
effects in all domains.” 2,3,4,5,6
This is quite the list of attributes and
capabilities, but it does not address the
issue of what qualifies as a multi-domain
operation—and what does not.
A true MDO requires creating a
Warfighting in a single
common language, eliminating
domain can be understood
classification stovepipes, integraas a sequence of actions ting capabilities, and packaging
together multi-domain capabilitaken to access, control,
ties.7 Considering that “multiand exploit that domain.
domain” is approaching nearcliché buzzword status, adopting
A definition of an MDO
a clear definition about what is
should address the
and what is not an MDO is
essential to preempt future
interaction between the
discussion and debate about
access, control, and
operational approaches and
required capabilities from
exploitation of two or
degenerating into platitudes.
more domains.
In order to arrive at a clearer
definition of multi-domain operations, this
paper will first examine the individual words
in the phrase. The current use of the phrase
hints that it is more than just the sum of
its parts. For example, to understand what
an MDO is, one must first extrapolate

the meaning of a single-domain operation.
Warfighting in a single domain can be
understood as a sequence of actions taken
to access, control, and exploit that domain.
A definition of an MDO should address the
interaction between the access, control, and
exploitation of two or more domains. Better
put, MDOs are a set of tactical actions in
one subsection of the naturally occurring
physical environment (also known as one
of the classical “domains” of land, air, sea,
space, and, more recently, cyberspace) taken
to enhance the access, control, or exploitation
of one or more different subsections of the
naturally occurring physical environment.
This paper explores this structure more fully,
and concludes by examining the implications
resulting from the adoption of this definition.
First, we need to review the concept
of a domain. While MDOs are more than
just a definition of their component parts,
it is useful to examine what the individual
words mean within current US military
doctrine. Joint doctrine does not directly
define an MDO, but does define each of
the five warfighting domains: air, space,
cyber, land, and sea. With the exception of
cyberspace, these definitions have a common
structure in that each is within a physical
environment on or above the surface of
the Earth. In contrast, the definition of
cyberspace places it within the information
environment and includes various networks
of information technology and the data
contained within them. Cyberspace fits
awkwardly with these other domains because
it is actually a subcategory (or environment)
of a broader and naturally occurring physical
domain: the electromagnetic spectrum. That
domain subsumes cyberspace and includes
capabilities such as electronic attack, directed
energy weapons, and non-cyberspace
communication tools and techniques.
Second, this paper needs to clearly
define “operation.” US Joint Staff doctrine
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defines an operation as “a sequence of tactical
actions with a common purpose or unifying
theme.”8 The two key points to note here are
that operations consist of a series of tactical
actions, not just one, and these actions
are all aligned with a common purpose.
Therefore, a single tactical event, such as the
takeoff and landing of an airplane, which
technically incorporates two domains, is not
a multi-domain operation. Furthermore, a
series of related tactical events, such as the
establishment of a beachhead, is an operation,
but not a multi-domain one since the activity
is limited to the maritime domain.
Military actions in a particular domain
are iterative sequences of access, control, and
exploitation. Initially, forces gain access to
the domain. This could be
as simple as connecting a
After gaining access to a
computer to the internet or
domain, the fighting begins—
as complicated as launching
if it is possible. Access to a
a satellite into orbit. Once an
actor gains domain access,
domain does not guarantee
they will attempt to control
the freedom to act within it.
some portion of it. Military
forces must establish control
long enough to exploit the domain and achieve
an effect. To be a MDO, this exploitation
must have some sort of relationship with a
different domain. MDOs, then, are sets of
tactical actions in one subset of the naturally
occurring physical environment in order to
enhance the access, control, or exploitation
of one or more different subsets of this
environment.

maritime domain, for instance, combatants
use ships or boats (even if they are unmanned)
to project force. If an adversary can maintain
some type of fleet, they can continue to
access the domain even if their opponent
can control most of it. Similarly, in the air
domain, aircraft—specifically designed to
operate in the air domain—are required for
access. Without airborne weapons systems,
there can be no access to the air domain.
In space, there is a two-fold barrier: One is
the technology to put a spacecraft or object
into space, and the other is the technology
required to communicate with it and control
it through the electromagnetic spectrum.
In the electromagnetic domain, military
forces require computers and a connection
to a network. The barrier to access of
the electromagnetic domain is so low, as
evidenced by the proliferation of computers
and increasing skill of hackers, that it may be
useless to develop an operational approach
seeking to deny an adversary access to this
actual domain. However, access to every
domain is a prerequisite to being able to
fight within it. Electromagnetic spectrum
effects or kinetic capabilities that can destroy
technology needed to operate within a
domain can prevent an adversary force from
entering it—holistically denying them the
ability to project combat power in, from, or
through the domain.

Securing the Freedom to Act: Control
After gaining access to a domain, the
fighting begins—if it is possible. Access to a
The First Step: Access
domain does not guarantee the freedom to
Access is the first step of battle within act within it.9 Control centers on the ability
a domain. Denying individuals access to to act within a domain once a military force
the land domain, for example, requires overcomes the physical or technological
military forces to kill, physically remove, barrier to access. Each opponent seeks to
or place an obstacle to entry (such as land control the domain to the extent required to
mines or fortifications) in front of them. In perform operations essential to their military
all other domains, however, there is already objectives. For example, land forces will seek
some technological barrier to access. In the to physically occupy certain terrain. If one
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force cedes that area, then there will be no
fight for control of the domain there. However,
if that force seeks to defend the area, a battle
will ensue for control over it. In the other
domains, control is more broadly understood
as a degree of dominance allowing one force
to conduct operations without “prohibitive
interference by the opposing force.”10 The
need for control is not, however, equivalent
to the need for permanent dominance in a
domain. For example, if a naval
...control is more broadly
convoy is able to project control
understood as a degree of the maritime environment
around it sufficiently to enable
of dominance allowing
its movement from one location
one force to conduct
to another, then it does not
matter if an enemy gains control
operations without
in the vacated area or in an area
“prohibitive interference that is not on the convoy’s route.
by the opposing force.” Similarly, control in the air is
required, but only for the duration
The need for control is
of and in the location necessary to
not, however, equivalent enable the desired tactical action
(the traditional definition of air
to the need for
superiority). Control follows from
permanent dominance in access and is required in order to
produce desired effects.

a domain.

Achieving Objectives Through Effects:
Exploit
The goal of all military action is to have
some effect on the adversary parallel with the
intent of achieving an objective. Military
forces use access and control of a particular
domain in order to exploit it to pursue tactical,
operational, or strategic aims. Access and
control of a particular portion of a domain
does not achieve larger objectives on its own.
In other words, an air force can shoot down
all the enemy aircraft in the skies, but if the
enemy tank commander is drinking in the
squadron bar after the air force’s main airfield
has been overrun by adversary armored units,
these pilots are likely to wind up on the
losing side of the conflict. The exploitation

of control of a domain is what truly matters
in warfare. For example, if one belligerent
state has control of a key piece of terrain, the
presence of that state’s forces could threaten
certain actions and result in the loss of other
territory. The control of one section of the
domain is only meaningful in relation to its
usefulness in achieving objectives.
Effects Across Domains: Deny
There are some operations, though, that
do not fit neatly within the above paradigm.
For example, a surface-to-air missile system
(SAM) operates in the land domain (or
maritime domain in some cases), but it
prevents access to the air domain. Could it
be posited that a sufficiently advanced SAM
system could control the air in a segment of
the air domain? If so, the “access-controlexploit” construct, as a somewhat sequential
approach, would be a misunderstanding of
military force application. However, a SAM
does not really control the air as much as
it denies its use to a given force or actor.
Consider a case in which both sides in a
conflict deploy highly capable SAM systems
within operational range of each other. The
threat rings of these weapon systems overlap
such that their effects completely cover the
space between them. Neither side would
have control of the air, since neither side
could access it to carry out exploitation. In
this case, it follows, each force denies the
domain to the other. SAMs work to deny
the air domain through the exploitation of
the land domain. Similarly, an electronic
attack aircraft attempts to deny the use of
the electromagnetic spectrum in a particular
area. It does not seek to contest control of the
domain, but to prevent its exploitation.
A good way to understand the actions
vis-a-vis the access-control-exploit construct
is as a branch from access—since access
could result as a product of a domain’s
exploitation. For example, manipulating
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the electromagnetic spectrum can disrupt
navigation or control of a small remote
piloted aircraft (RPA). On the other hand,
access may be extraordinarily brief, such
as when a SAM battery shoots a missile
through the air at another aircraft. Further,
using a kinetic kill mechanism against
on-orbit systems may cause enough space
debris to deny that portion of the domain
to all orbital actors. Whatever the case, after
gaining access to a domain, military forces
can take actions to deny the adversary use
of that domain. If one force can get to the
point of such denial, that may be sufficient
to achieve their political objectives. The bar
to gaining victory is set lower for defensive
forces: All they have to do is deny access or
control of a domain in order to achieve their
objectives. The offensive force, in contrast,
must act to gain access and at least some
degree of control to exploit a domain in the
pursuit of said objectives.
Framing the definition of multidomain operations through the lens of the
access-control-exploit construct clearly divides what is and what is not an MDO.
First, an MDO must include more than one
tactical action in order to qualify. Second,
an MDO will include the exploitation of
two or more domains. As stated before, the
point of military operations is to exploit the
access and control of domains, so it follows
that an MDO would require exploitation
of more than one domain. However, this
eliminates actions that originate in one
domain and create effects in another. Aerial
bombing, for example, should be classified as
a cross-domain operation because it exploits
the access and control of one domain to
create effects in another. Finally, MDOs
would include coordinated actions from two
or more domains that affect a single target
simultaneously or affect operations where
actions in one domain enable access to and
control of another domain, or convergence.

Figure 1: True multidomain operations
would utilize
convergence—that is,
coordinated actions
from at least two or
more domains that
affect a single target
at the same time.

Convergence is the simultaneous application of forces from two or more warfighting
domains on a single target or objective. It
presents the adversary with multiple dilemmas by which they can only defend against
one attack at the cost of exposing themselves
to increased vulnerability from another.
For example, consider a land force
maneuvering against an enemy force while
an air force attacks the enemy formation.
Enemy systems and capabilities could only
be optimized against one of these threats.
In practical terms, it would prove costprohibitive to develop enough defensive
systems to be able to defeat attacks from both
vectors. The enemy will probably only be able
to concentrate an effective defense against one
of these two threats. Similarly, convergence
could potentially overload the adversary’s
ability to respond by presenting several
dilemmas across the range of warfighting
domains. An electronic attack combined
with kinetic effects from either land or air
could quickly overwhelm an adversary’s
ability to understand—much less respond
to—this multi-domain attack.
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Convergence operations are inherently
complex, and currently require extensive
coordination and planning to bring capabilities from multiple domains to bear
on a target at the same time. Executing
such operations consistently, rapidly, and
frequently requires detailed integration of capabilities from conception through training
and employment. These operations, though,
can create valuable windows of domain
superiority to achieve military objectives and
end states if executed correctly—the core
goal of MDOs.

Figure 2: Convergence operations are complex and
require great coordination and planning, but can
create valuable windows of domain superiority.
These localized and temporary operational windows
occur where action in one domain allows or enables
access or control of another adjacent domain.

Windows of domain superiority are
temporary and localized instances where
actions in one domain allow or enable access
and control of an adjacent domain. Future
combat operations will be contested in all
domains, but operations must continue to
exploit these domains despite adversary
action.11
The key to success is the creation of
windows of domain superiority by gaining
temporary access and control of a domain
while preventing significant interference
from adversary actions. Additionally, military forces must be able to quickly and easily
combine forces from multiple domains into
a mission package, enabling a window of
domain superiority, which in turn enables
the exploitation of the other domain. For
example, if land-based capabilities can
suppress enemy air defenses, air forces should

be prepared to integrate with them to take
advantage of the opportunity.
Tangentially, the common language
requirement for MDOs highlights the
need for better and faster communications.
Too often, classification stovepipes prevent
adequate communication between US military service components and ele-ments of a
potential operational solution.12 As a result,
leaders, planners, and operators are unaware
of capabilities that could enhance access,
control, or exploitation of a given domain.
Alternatively, these same groups could be
unaware of opportunities or vulnerabilities
their own actions bring to bear in other
domains. However, if each series of tactical
actions were viewed through the prism of
the access-control-exploit construct, their
implications for other domains would
be clearer. As such, this framework provides even more rationale for breaking down
classification and organizational stovepipes.
To rapidly and frequently employ
MDOs, the US military (and others) will
require integration of forces operating in,
from, and through all domains.13 The time
required to plan, coordinate, and create
windows of domain superiority and converge
forces on targets—and doing so often enough
to be a military’s fundamental operational
approach—is currently prohibitive, and
thus makes it difficult to institutionalize
this construct as a fundamental operational
approach. However, integration of capabilities from inception through development,
fielding, and employment over time will
enable MDOs on a larger scale, and at a more
rapid pace.14
Capabilities that can be integrated are
only one part of the solution to the challenges
facing MDOs. In order for convergence to
be effective, capabilities need to be packaged
together to present an adversary with
multiple dilemmas from multiple domains.
The multi-domain packages, therefore, must
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have capabilities that are complementary but
independently lethal to the target or objective
they are prosecuting. If not, the target can
safely ignore one attack in order to defeat the
other. By combining independently lethal
effects that exploit the access and control
of their individual domains, multi-domain
packages will find significantly more success.
Additionally, multi-domain packages enable
rapid and frequent execution of MDOs.
Because speed will be vital in future wars,
packaging multi-domain capabilities is
necessary to maintain this tempo.15
Multi-domain operation plans and
packaging will necessitate changes to current
command and control structures
...military forces
and relationships among the US
military’s forces. Currently, the US
will need to protect
armed services and combatant comthemselves from
mands are not optimized for the
offensive multi-domain nature of these type of operations.
For example, new capabilities
operations. One option are extending the range that land
forces can employ organic fires from.
is developing layered
Future planners and commanders
defenses in different
will need to integrate these forces
with other long-range forces (spedomains that can
cifically air and cyber forces) to
rapidly converge on
provide effective convergence and
prevent a scattershot effect that an
attacking forces.
enemy might be able to overcome.
Current command relationships and the
division of authorities among geographic
and functional commanders are not adaptive,
agile, or fast enough to prosecute this kind
of warfare effectively. Future forces will have
to develop effective means to integrate and
employ with sufficient frequency, agility, and
rapidity to fully implement a multi-domain
approach. In the meantime, framing the
problem set as one of complementary access,
control, and exploitation should drive the
composition and development of future
capabilities.
Finally, military forces will need to

protect themselves from offensive multidomain operations. One option is developing
layered defenses in different domains that
can rapidly converge on attacking forces.
Alternatively, some commanders may choose
to limit their own operations in a domain in
order to negate an adversary’s advantage. For
example, if one force is reliant on space-based
communication, an adversary may decide that
denying access to those assets through the
electromagnetic spectrum may be sufficient
to tip the balance of power in a specific area.
The access-control-exploit framework allows
commanders the flexibility to accept some
degradation of their own power if and when
it has more impact on their adversary. As a
result, military conflict will become less about
technological superiority in one domain and
more about the ability to rapidly transition
actions in between domains.
Defining multi-domain operations
as a combination of their components is
inadequate. Doctrinal definitions should
shape what is termed an MDO, but that
term should also have a more distinctive
meaning. The combination of effects from
multiple domains is only one part of an
MDO. A better way of defining a multidomain operation is to treat it as a phrase as
opposed to a term. The relationship actions
between discrete domains is essential in
understanding how to develop and employ
multi-domain capabilities and operations.
MDOs, as understood by convergence
or windows of domain superiority, allow a
military commander to place an enemy on
the heels of multiple dilemmas. The challenge
ahead is understanding what an MDO
is, integrating and packaging capabilities
to be able to execute it, and establishing
organizations that can lead and direct it.
Understanding an MDO through the lens
of an access-control-exploit framework is the
first step to developing sustainable multidomain-capable military forces.
✪
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